
The Wall (Song 1)
“Vision”
Are you ready to succeed in life?
To get all of the things that you need in life?
And I ain’t talking about the stuff that you can buy
I am talking about what’s inside, can’t let it die

Like Hope, Love, Joy Peace
If you only got a little let’s work to increase
So we can get ourselves up out the pot
‘Cause pretty soon it will get too hot

And we do not want to sit there so we can fail
We are in this to grow not go to jail
Ant though the weight is real heavy we will lift it man
And to tell the truth we are all gifted man

We’ve got to get plugged in to those who support us
Remember all the things they have taught us
Why Try cause you owe it to yourself
I know that you are great now show it to yourself 

(Chorus)

Now is the moment it is the hour
To walk out our purpose with power
Lift up your voice and make the call
We have vision now to see past the wall

I’m tearing off all these labels, defining reality
From LD to Nike I say no to these fantasies
I’m not learning disabled I learn different
I’ve got big dreams, and I’m on a mission kid

Grounded in reality I am forsaking the crash
Jumping over casualties as I make the dash
In a flash, I climb out of the pot
I see who has my back and the cats that do not

And in the situations that lead to death or prison
I have to control my defense mechanisms
Leading to a better life when things get tense
And with love/ I can jump any fence

Like playing defense I gotta put in work
Combining my time, desire and effort
And I got a bigger view now where I stand
Why Try cause I got big goals and plans
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(Chorus)

Are you ready for those times when the storms get tough
Ready to channel challenge, into the formula
Leading to self-respect, freedom and opportunity
Do you know what love is, and can you speak it fluently?

‘Cause there is sure to be distractions/ along this journey/
Things promising satisfaction/ that will be yearning/
To turn away the support/ that endorses your flight
In order to stay the course/ it will sure be a fight

Do you hear the inner voice/ coming from deep inside
Helping you to make the right choice/ when you see the tides
Trying to rise and override/ you with distraction
Focus on your goals and you’ll reach satisfaction

And this is the hope that will for sure back up
Watch us lift the weight and laugh ‘cause what
Could have killed us only led us to collect
Power, love, freedom and self-respect 

(Chorus)


